Templates for periodical article citations in APA format

Check the KC Guide to APA for:
- rules regarding listing authors
- rules for formatting article titles and journal titles.

Do not use abbreviations such as v., vol., p., or pp. to identify volumes or pages, simply use the appropriate number(s).

**Periodical article from a print source**

- **Journal article with continuous pagination:**
  

  **Example:**

- **Journal article with pagination by issue:**
  

  **Example:**

**Magazine article** (include complete date of issue starting with the year; do not abbreviate the month; include issue number if available):

Example:

**Periodical article obtained in electronic format:**

- **Journal article with a DOI and continuous pagination:**


  **Example:**
  https://doi.org/10.1111/j.0028-4289.2005.00112.x

  **Also still accepted:**

  **Example:**

- **Journal article with a DOI and pagination by issue:**


Example:

Also still acceptable:

Example:

- **Journal article without a DOI and continuous pagination** (use URL for journal home page):


Example:

- **Journal article without a DOI and unique pagination** (use URL for journal home page):

Example:

- **Magazine article** (include complete date of issue starting with the year; do not abbreviate the month; provide the issue number if available; use URL for magazine home page):


Example: